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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an apparatus designed primarily for
life science and premedical students. With this apparatus one
can study Brownian motion, fluorescence microscopy, and
the distribution of particles in sediment. It has the virtue of
avoiding the black box nature of many undergraduate labo-
ratory experiments. For example, when studying Brownian
motion, the student actually sees the motion of polystyrene
microspheres and appreciates the random nature of their dis-
placements. Modern technology enters through the use of a
digital camera and a computer. However, these devices aid
the student and do not obscure the meaning of the data.

The apparatus does not need to be expensive. Using exist-
ing computers and vintage microscopes, we have been able
to achieve a cost per unit of approximately $300. The op-
tional fluorescence attachment can be built for an additional
$600.

II. PEDAGOGICAL MOTIVATION

A. Brownian motion

Transport mechanisms within cells and locomotion of uni-
cellular organisms take place in a regime governed by diffu-
sion and Brownian motion. Living in the world of high Rey-
nolds numbers, humans develop no intuition for what the life
of a cell is like. We don’t notice the thermal motion of air
molecules or the random buffeting of water molecules when

we swim. Students of the microscopic world, however,
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should study these statistical processes for a realistic under-
standing of the behavior of unicellular organisms.

Brownian motion was first examined experimentally and
measured quantitatively in 1909 by Perrin.1 Recent papers2–4

discussed modern versions of Perrin’s experiment to deter-
mine Avogadro’s number or, equivalently, the Boltzmann
constant. Perrin based his experiment on Einstein’s theory of
Brownian motion,5 specifically the equation for the mean
square displacement of particles in suspension. This experi-
ment can be readily adapted to advanced laboratory courses.

With the current apparatus, first-year students measure the
mean square displacement of 1 �m polystyrene spheres sus-
pended in water and calculate the Boltzmann constant. Op-
tional experiments include varying the diameter or density of
the spheres or the viscosity of the aqueous solution. Students
can also observe Brownian motion in biological samples
such as yeast, tongue scrapings, and fat globules in milk.

B. Fluorescence microscopy

Any student interested in biological imaging will encoun-
ter fluorescence microscopy. The modern biologist who
wants to find specific cells or molecules within a sample has
but to choose the appropriate fluorescent tags. Only the
tagged objects will be seen, absorbing photons at the excita-
tion wavelength and releasing photons at the slightly longer
emission wavelength. For many biologists, the fluorescence

microscope is a “black box” that generates desired pictures,
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maps of colorfully labeled tags within their samples. The
principles of wavelength-specific light sources, filters, and
mirrors that enable fluorescence microscopes to work will
demystify these devices for students who want to understand
how their tools work.

With the current apparatus, students can disassemble the
fluorescence attachment and measure the spectral properties
of the LED used for illumination, the filters, and the fluores-
cent microspheres.

C. Boltzmann distribution

The Boltzmann distribution is used to describe a wide va-
riety of classical systems such as the distribution of molecu-
lar speeds in a gas, the variation in pressure with elevation in
the Earth’s atmosphere, and the susceptibility of paramag-
netic material.6 The height distribution of microspheres,
settled near the bottom of an aqueous solution, also conforms
to the Boltzmann distribution.

With the current apparatus, students measure the number
density of microspheres as a function of height above the
glass surface. Fluorescence microscopy is especially well
suited for this measurement since the spheres above or below
the focal plane appear dim compared to those in the focal
plane.

III. APPARATUS

A. Bright field microscope

An optical microscope, configured for a viewer’s eye, pro-
duces a final virtual image with a two-lens system. The ob-
jective lens produces a real intermediate image, which in
turn is magnified by the eyepiece and viewed by the eye. If
one desires to view the image on a computer screen rather
than by eye, the real image produced by the objective may be
projected directly onto a CCD plane. Since the pixels of a
computer monitor are much larger than those of a CCD cam-
era, a “digital magnification” substitutes for the magnifica-
tion of the eyepiece.

In the present implementation, iMac computers and iSight
cameras were used. The iMac LCD display pixels measure
approximately 250 �m on a side, while the camera pixels
are approximately 5 �m, producing a digital magnification
of about 50. 40� NA 0.65 objectives were used for a total
magnification of 2000. The pixels were calibrated using a
stage micrometer with 10 �m tick marks, and it was not
necessary to know the digital magnification precisely. LOG-
GER PRO software from Vernier Software and Technology
Corporation was used to capture time-lapse videos.

The iSight cameras were modified by removing the lens
and disabling the autofocus mechanism.7 A preferable
method would be to purchase bare CCD cameras directly.
Appendix A contains a list of inexpensive cameras suitable
for our application.

We successfully used both the Bausch and Lomb �c. 1960�
and the Spencer �c. 1920� microscopes shown in Fig. 1. The

Spencer microscopes were preferred due to the reproducibil-
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ity of the fine-focus control. They are also easy to restore to
working condition by cleaning the dovetails and lubricating
the fine-focus mechanism. A simple machined aluminum
tube coupled the camera to the microscope lens tube. Since
standard microscope objectives are optimized to produce an
image at 16 cm, the camera should be mounted as close as
possible to the top of the lens tube.

Illumination was provided by replacing the microscope
mirrors with LEDs. A luminous intensity of the order of a
few candelas is sufficient. We constructed8 simple circuits
consisting of a battery, an LED, and a current-limiting resis-
tor. The LED provides spatially coherent, narrow-band illu-
mination, which makes it possible to observe diffraction pat-
terns around each microsphere. The narrow-band
illumination increases the depth of field compared to what
can be obtained with diffuse illumination. This makes it
easier to track particles as they diffuse in three dimensions. If
directional illumination is not desired, a piece of paper can
be taped under the microscope stage to act as a diffuser.
Heating the sample, a concern with incandescent lamps, was
insignificant with LED illumination. Shorter visible wave-
lengths, in the range from yellow to blue, were preferred.

Sample preparation techniques are important. Samples
with significant evaporation will display unwanted convec-
tion currents. During the laboratory session the students can
prepare samples that last for several hours, or the instructors
can prepare sealed samples that last for days to months. De-

Fig. 1. �Color online� The Spencer �left� and the Bausch and Lomb �right�
microscopes. The Spencer microscope is fitted with an iSight camera using
a simple aluminum coupler. The eyepiece lens tube of the Bausch and Lomb
microscope has been cut to compensate for the additional height of the
fluorescence attachment.
tails of sample preparation are provided in Appendix B.
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B. Fluorescence microscope

Fluorescence microscopy is based on excitation of elec-
tronic transitions in fluorescent molecules within a sample
and reradiation of their excitation energy via a two-photon
process. Short wavelength light is used for illumination. Fil-
ters remove short wavelength light from the viewing path but
pass the longer �visible� wavelength emitted by the sample.
Fluorescent microspheres are available from suppliers in a
variety of colors.

Converting the bright field microscope to view fluores-
cence requires three filters and an additional light source.
Figure 2 shows an exploded view of the fluorescence attach-
ment. A blue LED, in conjunction with collimating lenses
and a blue filter, stimulates the fluorescence. The dichroic
filter reflects the blue light to the sample and transmits the
green light emitted by the fluorescent microspheres to the
camera. A long-pass filter further attenuates unwanted reflec-
tions of the blue light. The blue filter sharpens the emission
spectrum of the LED. Its tail would otherwise overlap the
pass band of the long-pass filter. A cage cube mount holds

Fig. 2. �Color online� Exploded view of the fluorescence attachment.
the filters, the LED, and the camera in place. A green LED
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illuminates the sample from beneath. This is used as a focus-
ing aid in bright field mode. Appendix C provides a compo-
nent list of the fluorescence attachment.

Mounting the fluorescence attachment is not trivial. The
optimal position of the CCD plane of the camera is 16 cm
from the objective. However, the fluorescence attachment
adds about 6 cm to the height of the camera. If the fluores-
cence attachment is mounted on top of the microscope eye-
piece lens tube, the image quality deteriorates, although the
magnification increases. The Spencer microscopes permit
easy disassembly of the eyepiece lens tube, which fortu-
itously is 6 cm long and the optimal mounting scheme is to
replace the eyepiece lens tube with the fluorescence attach-
ment. The Bausch and Lomb microscopes can be perma-
nently altered by shortening the eyepiece lens tube to accom-
modate the fluorescence attachment, as shown in Fig. 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Brownian motion

1 �m polystyrene microspheres are the standard particles
used to observe Brownian motion. They are large enough to
resolve in an optical microscope and small enough to remain
suspended in a concavity slide for several hours. When sus-
pended in distilled water, their sedimentation speed is of the
order of 100 �m /h. In order to give students the option of
studying larger spheres, we used a mixture of glycerin and
distilled water9 as the solute. The solute density matched the
density of polystyrene, 1.055 g/cc, to about one part in 1000.
The density of solutions can be measured to this precision
using low-cost hydrometers that can be obtained from sup-
pliers of home wine and beer making materials. The solute
density can also be tuned by using mixtures of deuterium
oxide and distilled water.

Groups of students were given the task to observe Brown-
ian motion of 1 �m spheres and deduce the Boltzmann con-
stant from their data. Each group made its own sample ac-
cording to the procedure discussed in Appendix B 1. Before
taking any quantitative data, students inspected their sample
for convection, which is often caused by evaporation from
the edges of the sample. They did this qualitatively by
watching the microspheres for collective drift. If drift was
observed, they made a new sample. A typical microscope
image, obtained in this measurement, is shown in Fig. 3.
When ready to collect data, the students used LOGGER PRO
software to record time-lapse videos of the diffusing micro-
spheres at intervals of 5 s over a 5 min period. A photograph
of a stage micrometer was recorded on each workstation.
Students calibrated the camera pixels to the micrometer’s
10 �m tick marks within LOGGER PRO. Axis directions were
defined parallel to the edges of the CCD array. Viewing their
time-lapse videos, students selected a single microsphere that
stayed in the field of view for the full observation time.
Clicking on it in each frame produced a data table of x- and
y-positions as a function of time. If it was not possible to
observe a single microsphere for the desired length of time,

students would choose a different microsphere and add its
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displacements to their data table. Since the motion in the two
dimensions is uncorrelated, each pair of images can be
thought of as the end points of two one-dimensional diffu-
sion measurements. Diffusion in the third dimension was not
recorded. The same procedure was used for the data pre-
sented below, in this case for 225 5 s intervals or a total of
450 displacements.

Einstein’s analysis of Brownian motion was based on the
molecular-kinetic theory of liquids and diffusion. Einstein
concluded that the mean square displacement of particles
suspended in a liquid is

�x2� = 2D� , �1�

where � is the observation time and D is the diffusion con-
stant. For spherical particles, D=kBT /6��r, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, � is the
viscosity of the solution, and r is the radius of the particle.
For a set of displacements, we extract �x2� and use Eq. �1� to
calculate the diffusion constant and subsequently the Boltz-
mann constant.

Figure 4 shows histograms of displacements for 1, 3, and
10 �m diameter microspheres suspended in an index-
matched water/glycerin mixture with viscosity of
�2.0�0.1��10−3 Pa s. In the absence of convection, the
distributions are centered at zero and the widths squared are
equal to the mean square displacement. Fit parameters are
listed in Appendix D. The relative uncertainty in the mean
square displacement is �2 / �N−1�, where N is the number of
observations.10

The mean square displacement of the data set for 1 �m
diameter spheres is 2.4�0.2 �m2 and the diffusion constant
is 0.24�0.02 �m2 /s, corresponding to kB= �1.5�0.1�
�10−23 J /K. The difference between the measured value of

1

2

3

4

4

4

2

Fig. 3. A typical image of 1 �m polystyrene spheres recorded by the iSight
camera under blue �460–480 nm� illumination. Brightness and contrast were
adjusted digitally. Feature no. 1 is a sphere in focus. Features no. 2 are
spheres above or below the focal plane. Feature no. 3 is a pair of spheres
stuck together and not fully resolved. Features no. 4 are dust particles on the
CCD array.
kB and the accepted value may be due to temperature varia-
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tions, which were not included in the analysis. The viscosity
of the glycerin/water mixture changes by 5% per 2 °C.11

The students also studied the diffusion of larger spheres.
Figure 5 shows the diffusion constant as a function of sphere
radius for the data shown in Fig. 4 plus an additional data set
obtained with 6 �m spheres. Fitting the data to an inverse-r
law yields a value for the diffusion constant D, which can be
used to calculate kB= �1.6�0.1��10−23 J /K.

B. Properties of the fluorescence microscope

To help students understand fluorescence microscopy, we
ask them to disassemble the fluorescence attachment and
measure the spectral properties of the components in a sec-
ond laboratory session. Students wear disposable gloves to
protect the optics from fingerprints. The Vernier/Ocean Op-
tics “VIS-NIR Spectrometer” works nicely for the spectral

Fig. 4. Histogram of displacements for �a� 1 �m, �b� 3 �m, and �c� 10 �m
diameter polystyrene spheres suspended in a water/glycerin mixture with
viscosity of �2.0�0.1��10−3 Pa s. Each data set represents 450 displace-
ments. Gaussian fits are shown.
measurements in conjunction with an incandescent light
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bulb. A low-cost alternative is to use a photodiode to mea-
sure the filters’ transmission of light with a multicolored set
of LEDs.

The emission spectrum of the fluorescent microspheres
was measured by placing a drop of the sphere solution on a
white card and illuminating it directly with a blue LED. Each
filter was measured separately and normalized to a white
light spectrum. The spectra, multiplied by the appropriate
filter response curves, give the normalized curves for illumi-
nation and emission shown in Fig. 6. The illumination distri-
bution of the sample peaks at approximately 460 nm; the
filtered emission spectrum peaks at about 515 nm. The dif-
ference between the peak position of the illumination spec-
trum and the peak position of the filtered emission spectrum
is 55 nm. This is the Stokes shift. The two curves were

Fig. 5. Diffusion constant vs radius for polystyrene spheres suspended in a
water/glycerin mixture with viscosity of �2.0�0.1��10−3 Pa s. The solid
line is the best fit to a 1 /r function.
Fig. 6. Spectra of illumination and emission in the fluorescence microscope.
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normalized separately. The illumination light is orders
of magnitude brighter than the filtered light reaching the
camera.

C. Boltzmann distribution in a gravitational field

Having understood how the fluorescence microscope
works, students carry out a third laboratory exercise in which
they measure the number density of fluorescent microspheres
as a function of height in an equilibrium distribution and
again derive the Boltzmann constant. Optionally, they can
use the fluorescence attachment to view biological samples.
Figure 7�a� shows a typical bright field image of 1 �m fluo-

Fig. 8. Number of 1 �m polystyrene spheres in the microscope focal plane
as a function of height. The solid line is the best fit to an exponential

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. �Color online� Sample images from the fluorescence microscope
recorded with the Celestron NexImage USB camera. 1 �m fluorescent
polystyrene spheres viewed through a 40� objective in �a� transmission and
�b� fluorescence. Adult transgenic C. elegans expressing green fluorescent
protein �GFP� in pharyngeal muscle �strain CB5584� viewed through a 10�
objective in �c� transmission and �d� fluorescence. The worms are mounted
on 2% agarose pads containing 3 mM sodium azide as anesthetic. The
yellow bars represent lengths of 50 �m.
function.
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rescent spheres with green �510–540 nm� illumination. Fig-
ure 7�b� was taken a few seconds later in fluorescence mode.
Several spheres that are visible in Fig. 7�a� are out of the
focal plane and are too dim to appear in Fig. 7�b�. Images of
a biological sample, C. elegans, are presented in Figs. 7�c�
and 7�d�.

Several hours are required for a sample of 1 �m spheres
to settle at the bottom of a concavity slide. Accordingly, in-
structors prepared sealed samples at least 1 day before taking
measurements using techniques described in Appendix B 2.

The focus controls of the microscope move the focal plane
relative to the sample, parallel to the Earth’s gravitational
field lines. This direction defines the z-direction. To measure
the distribution of microspheres, students photograph cross
sections of the sample as a function of z and count the mi-
crospheres that are in focus. Some of the Spencer micro-

Table II. Fluorescence attachment parts list.

Vendor Part no.

Thorlabs B1C
Thorlabs B3C
Thorlabs B5C 1 in.
Thorlabs C4W Fou
Thorlabs ER3 C
Thorlabs SM1L10 Le
Thorlabs SM1L03 Le
Thorlabs SM1PL
Thorlabs FD1Ya Subtra
Thorlabs LB1437
Fraen SRL LXHL-NX05 Acrylic len
Digikey HS-330-ND
LuxeonStar 5027-PB12 Bl
LuxeonStar 3023-D-E-700 P
Mouser Electronics 412–212104 1
Chroma Technology OS02333b HQ4
Chroma Technology OS02123b

Ma
Duke Scientific G0100 Green

aWhen reviewing manufacturer’s specifications, recal
incident at 45°.
bThese are “clearance filters” from Chroma Technolog
but comparable filters can be selected from overstock
from overstock, would cost $600.
cThe machined aluminum adapter has a 1.035 in., 40 t
The other end fits inside the microscope lens tube. A s
to fit outside the microscope lens tube. This may req

Table I. A list of cameras suitable for microscopy applications. The packagi
Celestron camera comes with a short lens tube that fits snuggly over the len

Interface Mfg. Model Pixels

USB Celestron NexImage 640�480
USB Point Grey Chamelion 1296�964
FireWire Unibrain Digital board camera 2040 640�480
the microscope lens tube.
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scopes were calibrated by the manufacturer. For uncalibrated
microscopes, we measured the travel of the stage or lens tube
with a dial caliper. Due to refraction at the air/sample inter-
face, one must multiply the translation by the index of re-
fraction of the solute to obtain the actual height from the
apparent �measured� height.

The potential energy of a microsphere suspended in water
is

U�z� = ��sphere − �water�Vspheregz . �2�

The number of spheres as a function of height follows the
Boltzmann distribution,

N�z� = N0e−U�z�/kBT. �3�

Figure 8 shows a plot of the number of spheres as a function
of z, with z=0 defined near the lower glass surface bounding

Description Qty.

Price per
assembly

�USD�

ank cover plate 1 14.00
table cover plate 1 22.00
mount for 30 mm cube 1 29.00
mounting cage cube 1 56.00

assembly rod, 3 in. 4 27.80
be, 1 in., 1 in. long 1a 15.00
e, 1 in., 0.3 in. long 1 12.80
SM1 plug 2 30.00
dichroic filter �yellow� 1 21.60

ollimating lens 1 19.70
�5° plastic collimating lens� 1 3.50
GA heat sink 1 5.47
D 470 nm, 700 mA 1 8.54
700 mA controller 1 30.69
adapter, 1000 mA 1 9.14

0 blue band-pass filter 1 40.00
LP long-pass filter 1 35.00
d aluminum adapterc 1
scent microspheres �1�� 10 mL 163.00

the spectral properties of the filter shift when light is

e stock numbers referenced here are no longer valid,
ject to availability. A standard set of three filters, not

ternal thread on one end to match the mounting cube.
alternative is to use an additional Thorlabs SM1L10

no machining, depending on the outside diameter of

each camera requires a unique adapter to mount it on the microscope. The
e of the Spencer.

. frame rate
rames/s�

Price
�USD� Web

30 153 Celestron.com/neximage
18 375 Ptgrey.com/products/chameleon/index.asp
30 105 Unibrain.com/products/visionimg/fire_i_bc.htm
Bl
Rota

optic
r-way
age
ns tu

ns tub

ctive
C

s 10
B

ue LE
WM

2VDC
55/5

E505
chine
fluore

l that

y. Th
, sub

pi ex
imple
uire
ng of
s tub

Max
�f
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the sample. A numerical fit to determine the exponential
height constant yields a Boltzmann constant of kB

= �1.4�0.1��10−23 J /K.

V. CONCLUSION

The apparatus presented here will give a large number of
students the opportunity to understand microscopy. The stu-
dents can disassemble a fluorescence microscope and study
its spectral properties. They can observe Brownian motion
and the distribution of particles in sediment. These are ex-
periments with important implications for biology and phys-
ics students. That one can use a microscope to observe, a
camera to record, and a computer to track microscopic par-
ticles and thereby determine a number as miniscule as the
Boltzmann constant is indeed impressive. These experiments
give the students a hands-on feeling for statistics, a subject
all too often treated as abstract mathematical manipulations.
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APPENDIX A: INEXPENSIVE CAMERAS

See Table I.

APPENDIX B: SAMPLE PREPARATION
TECHNIQUES

1. Basic sample preparation

�1� Prepare a working solution by diluting 1% stock micro-
sphere solution with distilled water or glycerin solution
in a 1:1000 ratio for Brownian motion or a 1:200 ratio
for the Boltzmann distribution. The volume of a single
drop is about 40 �l.

�2� Rinse a concavity slide with ethanol and wipe.
�3� Fill the concavity with a few drops of room temperature

solution. �Cold solutions release gas upon warming.�
�4� Place a cover slip on the slide and invert the slide on a

paper wipe to blot the liquid.
�5� Rinse with water, if desired, to remove the glycerin resi-

due.

Table III. The fit values of the amplitude A, the mean �, the standard
deviation �, and the constant c with their uncertainties are listed.

Data set
A

�counts�
�

��m�
�

��m�
c

�counts�

Figure 4�a� �1 �m� 22.9�0.8 0.122�0.050 1.55�0.08 0.1�0.6
Figure 4�b� �3 �m� 39.6�1.0 0.082�0.026 0.91�0.03 0.0�0.4
Figure 4�c� �10 �m� 66.7�2.1 0.002�0.018 0.52�0.02 0.3�0.6
�6� Dry with a wipe.
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�7� �Optional� Apply a sealant with a syringe and dispensing
needle or brush it on.

2. Sealant

�1� For short durations. Nail polish diluted in acetone.
Sphere samples that have been sealed with nail polish
clump and stick to glass surfaces within about 1 day. The
presumed cause is that the solvent is miscible with water,
thereby altering the surface properties of the spheres.

�2� For longer durations. Canada Balsam, diluted in xylene,
or Permount �a toluene-based sealant, manufactured by
Fisher Scientific�. Both have been used to make samples
that last for days to months.

3. Density matching

�1� Mixtures of glycerin:water of 1:3 work well. For 1 �m
spheres, there is very little, if any, clumping and sticking,
and samples survive for at least a few days. The 3, 6, and
10 �m samples clump and stick over time. For them, it
was best to take data using new slides that had not
settled out. It may help to add surfactant. �The sphere
manufacturer recommends sodium dodecyl sulfate
�SDS� in the range from 0.01% to 1%.� We confirm the
density match by monitoring the rise or fall in the par-
ticles for a few minutes.

�2� Spheres clump and stick immediately in saline solutions
of the required density with or without surfactant added.

APPENDIX C: FLUORESCENCE ATTACHMENT
PARTS LIST

See Table II.

APPENDIX D: FIT PARAMETERS

The data shown in Fig. 4 were fit with Gaussian functions,

A exp�−
1

2
	 x − �

�

2� + c .

�See Table III.�
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Tabletop demonstration of multiple source interference using ultrasonic
transducers

E. J. Tucholski
Department of Physics, U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland 21402-5002
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Superposition of multiple sources, constructive and destructive interference, and array beam
forming are common topics demonstrated in undergraduate acoustic classes. The student learning
experience is enhanced by building a system with speakers and measuring the resulting amplitude
at various angles with a microphone. This experiment is often performed in an anechoic chamber to
achieve quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. We have developed a simple
tabletop apparatus using inexpensive ultrasonic transducers that yields comparable results without
the need to use an anechoic chamber.
I. INTRODUCTION

Many acoustic classes use the rotating speaker array and
microphone system described by Meiners1 to demonstrate
the interference pattern of sound waves. This method pro-
vides a qualitative observation of the constructive and de-
structive interference directions. Challenges with this dem-
onstration include the annoying loud tone and modal
interference from objects in the room. To obtain results that
agree quantitatively with theoretical predictions, the experi-
ment is usually performed in an anechoic chamber.

The use of ultrasonic waves to demonstrate acoustic inter-
ference was proposed by Correll in the mid-1960s.2 Today,
hobbyists, security systems, robotics, and other applications
have developed a market for inexpensive ��$5 /pair� ultra-
sonic transducers, such as the ones shown in Fig. 1. These
piezoelectric devices generate ultrasonic waves with wave-
lengths of roughly 1 cm. These small wavelengths make it
possible to create tabletop experiments that are more com-
pact than their counterparts in the audible range and suggest
a need to revisit and modify Meiners’ original experiment.

The demonstration described here is simple and easy to
perform on the tabletop of any physics laboratory or demon-
stration room. The apparatus scales with the ultrasonic wave-
lengths, much like commercially available microwave kits
scale to demonstrate electromagnetic wave properties.3 The
ultrasonic transducers are simple and inexpensive, yet robust
enough to handle student misuse.

II. MULTIPLE SOURCE INTERFERENCE

The interference pattern from two or more omnidirectional
acoustic texts.4 The phase difference � between two sources,
separated by a distance d, at some distant point at an angle �

from the line bisecting the sources is

�  kd sin � . �1�

The path difference traveled by the sound from the two
sources to the far field is approximately d sin � and k
=2� / is the magnitude of the wave vector. The time aver-
aged acoustic intensity �in units of W /m2� in the far field is
equal to

�I� =
��p1 + p2�2�

�v
, �2�

where p1 and p2 are traveling pressure plane waves from the
two sources in the far field, � is the density of the medium,
and v is the speed of sound in the medium. The amplitudes

Fig. 1. Cutaway view of the piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers used in this

work.
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of p1 and p2 are acoustic pressures relative to the atmo-
spheric pressure at the location of the receiver. The direc-
tional factor, also called the beam pattern function, that de-
scribes the normalized pressure field as function of the angle
� around the sources is defined as

H��� �� �I����
�I�� = 0��

. �3�

The directional factor for two sources is

H2��� = �cos	�d sin �



� . �4�

The directional factor for an array of N identical sources is

HN��� = � 1

N

sin	N�d sin �





sin	�d sin �



 � . �5�

The angular locations of the maxima in the beam pattern for
two sources �Eq. �4��, corresponding to constructive interfer-
ence, require that

d sin � = m , �6�

where m is any integer. The angular locations of the minima,
corresponding to destructive interference, require that

d sin � = �m + 1
2� . �7�

Equations �6� and �7� are studied when examining the inter-
ference pattern of two sources in a ripple tank or two-slit
optical interference.5

Equations �4� and �5� were developed to describe the beam
pattern function around transmitting sources. The equations
are equally valid to describe the beam pattern function

Fig. 2. A typical ultrasonic beamforming apparatus. The transmitting trans-
ducers are mounted on a rotary table and driven in parallel by a signal
generator. The receiving transducer is mounted on a laboratory stand in the
far field. One digital oscilloscope is used to monitor the amplitude of the
receiver on a short time scale �20 �s /division�. The second digital oscillo-
scope views the envelope of the receiver signal on a long time scale �2
s/division� as the rotary table turns.
around two passive omnidirectional receivers, connected in
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parallel, and placed on a rotating table with a single station-
ary transmitting source in the far field. The apparatus de-
scribed in Sec. III can be modified to demonstrate either
case.

III. APPARATUS

The essential elements of this demonstration are the small
inexpensive ultrasonic ceramic transducers, shown in Fig. 1.
These transducers utilize a piezoelectric ceramic disk bender
design at a resonant frequency of either 25 or 40 kHz. The
piezoelectric bender is bonded with a metal cone and
mounted on a small can behind a protective screen with a
diameter of 1.3 cm. The diameters of the 25 and 40 kHz
transducer cones are 1.2 and 0.7 cm, respectively. The nomi-
nal sound pressure level for the transmitter is 101 dB re
20 �Pa at 1 m with a minimum receiver sensitivity of
�65 dB re 1 V /0.1 �Pa,6 both over a very narrow band-
width around the resonant frequency. The transmitters are
capable of dissipating over 10 Vrms. The receivers produce a
100 mV signal when placed in the far field at a distance of
1 m from two or more transmitters. These piezoelectric trans-
ducers are typically sold in pairs, one optimized as a trans-
mitter and the other optimized as a receiver. They are avail-
able from many suppliers.7,8

The ultrasonic transducers are installed in the configura-
tion shown in Fig. 2, with two or more transmitters on the
rotary table excited by a single signal generator. The motor
controller turns the rotary table with a rotational period of
about 30 s. The rotary table is controlled with a joystick or
with a computer using manufacturer supplied software or
programs such as LABVIEW®.

As the transmitting array turns, one oscilloscope displays
the unprocessed waveform from the receiving transducer.
The students observe constructive and destructive interfer-
ence as relative maxima and minima in the waveform from
the receiving transducer. An angular scale on the rotary table
allows Eqs. �6� and �7� to be verified.

To obtain the directional factor around the rotating array,
the output of the receiving transducer is sent to a filter pre-
amplifier. The output impedance of the receiving transducer
can be as high as 10 000 � near resonance and the input

Fig. 3. The envelope detector circuit.
impedance of a Stanford Research Systems SR560 preamp-
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lifier is 100 M�. After appropriate bandpass filtering �10–
100 kHz on the SR560�, the signal leaves the low impedance
�50 �� output of the preamplifier. An envelope detector,
shown in Fig. 3, removes the 25 or 40 kHz carrier and dis-
plays only the slowly varying peak signal. To function prop-
erly, the envelope detector requires an input of at least 1 V,
which can be obtained by selecting a gain of 20 on the
SR560 preamplifier. While many oscilloscopes have a
built-in peak detection function, the envelope detector com-
pletely eliminates the high-frequency carrier and displays
only the upper envelope. The output of the envelope detector
is sent to the second oscilloscope, set on a long time scale
��2 s /division� to capture approximately 20 s of data as the
rotary table turns. The captured trace is sent to a computer

Fig. 4. The normalized directional factor for a single transducer transmittin
the directional factor of the baffled piston.

Fig. 5. The far-field beam pattern functions for �a� two 25 kHz transmitters �

of the product theorem is demonstrated by the single baffled circular piston sour
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for analysis. It is convenient to collect the envelope over a
range of 90° on either side of the central maximum.

To map the beam pattern of a receiving array, simply swap
the transmitting elements on the rotary table with receiving
elements, place a transmitter in the far field where the re-
ceiver was previously, and swap the transmitting and receiv-
ing electronics. For more advanced demonstrations, the po-
larity of the leads for one of the transmitting elements can be
swapped, placing the transmitters out of phase in a dipole
fashion.9 This allows the demonstration of the beam pattern
similar to Lloyd’s mirror interference from a pressure release
surface.10

Attention must be paid when mounting the transducers to
prevent interaction between the elements. In our apparatus,

a� 25 kHz and �b� 40 kHz. A radius of 0.6 cm is used in the calculation of

3.1�0.1� and �b� two 40 kHz transmitters �d /=3.00�0.05�. The validity
g at �
d /=

ce pattern, labeled “single,” which bounds the two-source patterns.
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the transducers were mounted on Styrofoam plates with
holes cut to the outer diameter of the transducer can
�1.6 cm�. The distances between the centers of these holes
were approximately integer multiples of the wavelength be-
ing used. Double sided foam tape secured the transducers in
the plate. The temperature affects the speed of sound in air
and requires the separation distance to wavelength ratio to be
reevaluated. In practice, this ratio is used as a fit parameter.

In this apparatus, a single signal generator output was split
and sent to both transducers. Occasionally, the voltage re-
sponse of a transmitter varied from the nominal response,
causing a distortion in the interference pattern. The effect is
much like array shading where the amplitude of array ele-
ments is independently controlled. If multiple signal genera-
tors are available and can be synchronized in phase, each can
be adjusted separately to obtain a balanced output. For ad-
vanced students, this offers the ability to demonstrate array
shading and its effect on the beam pattern function.11

IV. RESULTS

The transducers used have directional beam patterns and
corrections to the omnidirectional source model, used to ob-
tain Eqs. �4� and �5�, must be applied. The design of these
transducers results in a complicated geometry for the source
of the ultrasonic wave. The bender component vibrates in a
radial mode with a conical piston attached. Both components
are placed in a cylindrical can with a slightly larger radius.
Despite this complex construction, the source geometry of a
single transducer can be approximated as a baffled circular

Fig. 6. The far-field beam pattern function for three 25 kHz transmitters
�d /=1.95�0.05�. As expected, one subsidiary maximum is clearly ob-
served between adjacent major maxima.
piston with a directional factor given by
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Hpiston��� = �2J1�ka sin ��
ka sin �

� , �8�

where a is the radius of the vibrating piston and J1 is the first
order Bessel function. Figure 4 shows the measured direc-
tional factors for a single transducer, compared to those pre-
dicted using the baffled piston approximation of Eq. �8� with
a radius of a=0.6 cm. The good agreement allows the use of
the product theorem to predict the interference beam pattern
for two or more sources. The resulting direction factor is the
product of Eq. �8� and either Eq. �4� or Eq. �5�.

Typical results obtainable by students on a laboratory
tabletop are shown in Figs. 5–7. Voltages obtained from the
oscilloscope via the envelope detector are normalized and
compared to the result predicted from the directional factor
product theorem, shown as a dashed curve. While the side
lobe amplitudes may vary by as much as 20% from the pre-
dicted amplitudes, the minima and maxima occur within 2°
of their predicted angular direction. In addition to transducer
response variation already discussed, reflections from adja-
cent surfaces resulting in modal interference and alignment
of transducers account for these differences. These results
successfully demonstrate multiple source interference.
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An easily constructed microwave Bragg diffraction apparatus is described, suitable for students in
introductory physics classes. In contrast with previously published designs, only a single device,
either the transmitter or the receiver, must be rotated in order to locate and unambiguously identify
Bragg scattering maxima from several low-index �hkl� crystal planes. Employing the “rotating
crystal” technique, the orientation of the crystal need not be known a priori. This allows the students
to use their measurements of �Bragg to determine the lattice spacing and the orientation of a
concealed crystal, thereby mimicking the procedures used in real x-ray crystallography. © 2009
American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The microwave Bragg diffractometer is a familiar, time-
honored experiment in the introductory physics laboratory.
Previously published designs1–6 use a “crystal”—typically a
cubic array of steel ball bearings or a square array of metal
rods—that is visible to the students, and the lattice spacing
and crystal axis orientation are thus known a priori. In addi-
tion, the transmitter and the detector must be rotated simul-
taneously by equal amounts relative to the crystal to ensure
that the Bragg condition �inc=�ref=�Bragg is satisfied. In con-
trast, the apparatus described in this paper employs the “ro-
tating crystal” technique, and only one device, either the
transmitter or the detector, needs to be rotated by the students
in order to find all Bragg reflections. Like the other designs,
this apparatus is “two dimensional” in the sense that the
transmitter, the receiver, and the crystal rotate in the horizon-
tal plane about a common axis, centered on the crystal. In
our setup, a motor spins the crystal rapidly, and all values of
�inc are sampled during each revolution. The detector voltage
is displayed on a storage oscilloscope, and the transmitter is
slowly rotated to locate and maximize the Bragg reflections.
�The rotating crystal technique is equivalent to powder
diffractometry—albeit in two dimensions—for stationary
samples.� Figure 1 shows that the scattering angles between
the transmitter and the detector satisfy the following rela-
tions: �scatt=�inc+�ref and �inc=�ref. The Bragg interference
maxima are found when �scatt=2�Bragg. The Bragg angles de-
pend on the wavelength  and the properties of the crystal,

2a
�h2 + k2 + l2

sin �Bragg =  , �1�

where a is the lattice spacing and h, k, and l are the Miller
two-dimensional geometry, l is always zero. For the wave-
length and the lattice spacing chosen here, the Bragg inter-
ference maxima from the �100�, �110�, �200�, �210�, and
�120� crystal planes are easily found and identified.

The laboratory exercise has two parts. In the first part, the
students use an exposed crystal to gain familiarity with the
Bragg equation, learn the meaning of the Miller indices, and
see directly the crystal planes associated with each set of
indices. In the second part, students test their understanding
of Bragg diffraction by confronting a concealed crystal, with
the goal of determining its lattice constant and the orientation
of its crystal axes. Because the Bragg angles are so quickly
and easily found with this apparatus, both parts of the experi-
ment can be completed successfully within a single 3 h lab
period.

II. APPARATUS DESCRIPTION

The apparatus makes use of the familiar microwave trans-
mitter and receiver modules found in the “microwave optics
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the scattering geometry with all angles defined.
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kit” marketed previously by Sargent-Welch and now
by Pasco Scientific. The transmitter is a 10 mW Gunn diode
oscillator emitting vertically polarized radiation at
10.525 GHz �=2.85 cm�. The detector is a 1N21 diode.
The crystal is a square array of brazing rods, each having a
diameter of 2.4 mm and a length of 30 cm. The planar ge-
ometry of the apparatus allows us to simplify the structure by
using long rods rather than spheres.6,7 The rods are sand-
wiched between two 6.4 mm polystyrene plates that are
drilled to accept the rods, as shown in Fig. 2. The rigid
assembly of plates and rods is mounted on an inverted ceil-
ing fan motor that is rigidly attached to a circular plywood
baseplate with a diameter of 30 cm and a thickness of
19 mm. The fan motor is powered by either a variable trans-
former or a step down transformer with an ac output voltage
of 24 V. The rotation rate is approximately 170 rpm, close to
1° per ms. The transmitter and detector are mounted on poly-
styrene posts with a diameter of 32 mm, vertically centered
on the crystal. The detector mounting post is screwed into a
1 m long wooden arm that is rigidly attached to the base-
plate. The transmitter post is attached to a 60 cm long
wooden arm that can rotate about the center of the baseplate.
The scattering angle is measured using a simple protractor,
made from a protractor image, expanded to match the base-
plate diameter, printed on 8.5�14 in. label paper, and cut
and glued to the perimeter of the baseplate. A slot cut in the
transmitter arm allows �scatt to be determined with an accu-
racy of �1°.

The transmitter is powered by an 8.5 V dc supply, which
bypasses the disabled internal power supply within the trans-
mitter module. The detector voltage is monitored with a
dual-trace storage oscilloscope, displaying voltage vs time. A
rotating flag, mounted on the fan motor housing, interrupts a
photogate and is used to trigger the oscilloscope once per
revolution. The 1N21 detector voltage and photogate trigger

Fig. 2. Photograph of the apparatus. Note the slot in the transmitter arm for
reading the protractor. A similar longitudinal slot, not visible in this photo-
graph, allows adjustments of the lens position.
pulse are displayed simultaneously on the scope. Strong
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sharply peaked wave forms with a signal-to-noise ratio
greater than 20:1 are observed for reflections from the �100�
and �110� planes when �scatt=2�Bragg.

Initially, the apparatus was plagued by the appearance of
strong secondary peaks at angles �scatt�2�Bragg. The more
prominent of these, associated with the �100� planes, were
comparable in magnitude to the “correct” peaks, which frus-
trated students’ attempts to analyze and interpret their data.
The extraneous peaks were eliminated by adding a crude
collimating lens to the transmitter arm of the diffractometer.
The lens is made from a semicircular Styrofoam trough with
a diameter of 20.5 cm and a height of 12 cm, packed with
polyethylene beads. The lens can be slid along the transmit-
ter arm to ensure that the transmitter is in the focal plane of
the lens. The Styrofoam trough and beads were originally
sold as part of the microwave optics kit offered by Sargent-
Welch. Although they are no longer commercially available,
the lens is quite easy to fabricate from scratch. Because of
the long wavelengths, the required dimensional tolerances
are modest. A variation in the focal length can be compen-
sated by repositioning the lens relative to the transmitter. If
the microwave modules are already on hand, the apparatus is
simple and inexpensive to build. Detailed shop plans are
available in the supplementary materials online.8 The diffrac-
tometer was displayed at the 2008 Summer Meeting of the
AAPT in Edmonton, Canada.

III. PROCEDURE

The students begin the lab exercise by turning on the fan
motor and obtaining a stable display on the oscilloscope trig-
gered by the photogate voltage. They are advised to ignore
observations for �scatt	20°, where the detected voltage
arises mainly from radiation transmitted through the crystal.
The students rotate the transmitter arm through increasing
values of �scatt until strong reflections are detected. Figure
3�a� shows captured oscilloscope traces for Bragg scattering
from the �100� crystal planes. The bottom trace in Fig. 3�a�
shows the photogate voltage. The interval between the two
photogate pulses covers one 360° revolution of the crystal.
The upper trace from the 1N21 diode shows four equally
spaced peaks per revolution, as expected from the fourfold
symmetry of the crystal. A quick measurement of the time
interval between reflections confirms that the crystal rotates
90° between successive peaks. The transmitter arm is rocked
back and forth to maximize the peak amplitude, and �scatt can
typically be determined to within 1° or 2°. At a larger �scatt
the �110� Bragg peaks become prominent, as shown in Fig.
3�b�. Like the �100� reflections, there are four equally spaced
peaks per revolution of the crystal. The peaks shown in the
upper trace in Fig. 3�b� have amplitudes similar to those of
the �100� peaks, but they occur at distinctly different times,
indicating that they arise from a different family of crystal
planes. Figure 3�c� shows the eight peaks from the �210� and
�120� planes, with a spacing of 40 ms, or 37°, between the
closest �120� and �210� planes. Figure 3�d� is a blowup of
Fig. 3�b�, showing that the detected peaks are symmetric
with a FWHM of 5 ms, or 4.6°, of crystal rotation.

Once a set of Bragg peaks has been located, the fan motor
is turned off, and the crystal is brought to rest and slowly
rotated by hand until the detector voltage is maximized.
�Note that the oscilloscope trigger mode must be changed to
“auto” to create a continuous display.� At this orientation of

the crystal the Bragg condition �inc=�ref=�Bragg is satisfied.
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Students can easily see that a line drawn through the center
of the crystal bisecting �scatt is parallel to a distinct family of
crystal planes, and the planes responsible for a particular
Bragg peak can be observed directly and identified unam-
biguously. This procedure is repeated for each set of Bragg
peaks found with the rotating crystal. In addition to seeing
the Bragg criterion satisfied directly, the students learn about

Fig. 3. �a� Oscilloscope traces for Bragg diffraction from the �100� planes.
the photogate trigger pulses of magnitude 5 V. �b� Same as �a� but for Brag
the peaks associated with diffraction from the �100� planes in �a�. �c� Same as
peak, with a FWHM of 5 ms, corresponding to a crystal rotation of 4.6°.

Fig. 4. The measured Bragg scattering angle as function of the Miller indi-
ces obtained with the exposed crystal. The slope of the linear fit is  /2a and

is equal to 0.40�0.01.
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Miller indices in two dimensions and discover that, for ex-
ample, a �200� reflection is merely a second order reflection
from the �100� crystal planes.

IV. DATA AND ANALYSIS

In our apparatus, we use a 7�7 square array of brazing
rods with a lattice spacing of 3.7 cm, and reflections from
five families of planes are visible. The �120� and the �210�
reflections are maximized at the same value of �scatt, but they
are spaced by 37° rather than 90°, as can be verified easily by
measuring the peak spacing on the oscilloscope display.
Equation �1� shows that a plot of sin �Bragg vs �h2+k2+ l2

produces a line with a slope of  /2a. The measured slope
yields a value of a that can be compared to a direct measure-
ment using calipers. For the data shown in Fig. 4, the best
straight line fit to the data, forced to go through the origin,
yields a=3.56�0.09 cm.

In the second part of the lab exercise, the exposed crystal
is replaced by a concealed crystal, similarly constructed from
brazing rods and polystyrene plates, with a lattice spacing of
3.2 cm. In order to mask the orientation of the crystal, the
polystyrene support plates are circular, and 61 rods are posi-
tioned in a square pattern, centered within a plate diameter of
29 cm. The entire assembly is shrouded by an inverted plas-
tic wastebasket. Because of the smaller lattice constant, only

op trace in the figure is the diode detector voltage. The bottom trace shows
raction from the �110� planes. Note that the peaks appear midway between
ut for Bragg diffraction from the �210� and �120� planes. �d� Expanded �110�
The t
g diff
�a� b
the �100� and �110� Bragg reflections are clearly visible; this
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was a deliberate design decision, meant to simplify the data
analysis and ensure that the students can determine the crys-
tal orientation and estimate a successfully.

Our experience indicates that most beginning students can
perform the lab exercise successfully without excessive su-
pervision by the instructor. The entire exercise, including
time for a short introductory discussion, data analysis, and
report writing, can be completed easily within 3 h. In the
course associated with this exercise, Bragg diffraction and
Miller indices are discussed within a single lecture. After
completing the lab exercise, the students are able to respond
correctly to homework and exam questions that address these
topics.

a�Electronic mail: jamato@colgate.edu
b�Electronic mail: rwilliams@colgate.edu
plex, with an amplitude and phase.
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Impact hammers are used for rapid testing of the frequency-dependent response of structures to
excitation. This work demonstrates how an impact hammer can be made from a piezoelectric crystal
of the type widely used in barbeque lighters. The hammer was tested by measuring the inertance of
a known mobile mass and by measuring the calculable driving-point admittance of rectangular
wooden bars. The impact hammer was shown to be robust, easy to build, and to have a low-noise
linear output for a wide range of applied forces. © 2009 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The principle behind the use of an impact hammer relies
on the fact that a force of time duration �t contains Fourier
components with all frequencies from zero to 1 /�t. Hence, a
millisecond tap from an impact hammer excites the object
being hit with all frequencies from 0 to 1000 Hz. The re-
sponse of the object can be measured with an accelerometer.
If the applied force and acceleration are measured throughout
the impact, the data can be used to determine the frequency
response function1 �FRF� Hjk,

Hjk��� =
Xj���
Fk���

, �1�

where Xj is the displacement at position j as a result of a
force Fk at position k. The FRF can be expressed in different
ways, depending on whether the motion is described in terms
of displacement, velocity, or acceleration.2 In this work, we
will restrict ourselves to cases where j=k, normally referred
to by the phrase “driving point.” The “driving-point admit-
tance” is the ratio of the velocity at a point to the force
applied at that same point at a given frequency. Admittance
has units of s/kg; impedance is its inverse and has units of
kg/s. Inertance, or dynamic mass, is the ratio of force to
acceleration and has units of kg. All these quantities are com-
Driving-point quantities can be used to find many me-
chanical properties of a structure and modal frequencies. A
complete FRF, for many different values of j and k, gives
more extensive information, including modal shapes. In this
work, we run the process in reverse and use the known prop-
erties of simple mechanical systems to calibrate and verify
the behavior of a home-made impact hammer.

Impact hammers are widely available but are rather expen-
sive, largely because they come calibrated. However, they
are simple to build as piezoelectric crystals are cheap and
easily obtainable; ours was obtained from an old barbeque
lighter. Hence, with some care, a robust and reliable hammer
can be fabricated for little cost using the procedures outlined
below. Appropriate PC-based data acquisition systems are
now also cheap, as are small accelerometers, due to their
ubiquitous use as car airbag triggers. Once built, an impact
hammer finds many uses, notably in lecture-demonstrations,
where the speed of information gathering is impressive. Our
hammer was specifically designed with musical acoustics in
mind, being of appropriate size and sensitivity to make mea-
surements on soundboards of instruments without causing
any damage.

II. THE IMPACT HAMMER SYSTEM

A. Piezoelectric crystals

The behavior of piezoelectric crystals can be
3
complicated. However, if one stays away from the reso-
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nance region, they can be modeled as a voltage source Vs
proportional to force F, in series with a capacitance with
charge q. The measured voltage Vmeas across the input resis-
tance of the data acquisition system is proportional to the
current dq /dt, and the force is proportional to the time inte-
gral of Vmeas. This relation is confirmed experimentally.

B. Construction of the hammer

In choosing a piezoelectric crystal for the hammer, we
checked a selection of crystals from old barbeque lighters for
signal size. A tap, light enough not to risk any damage to a
musical instrument, easily produced a signal with an ampli-
tude of several volts. The crystal was mounted inside a ham-
mer, constructed from two 0.5 in. diameter aluminum tubes
welded together, as shown in Fig. 1. The outputs from the
crystal were connected to a three-wire cable with the third
wire, the shielding wire, connected to the aluminum tube. A

Fig. 1. �a� Impact hammer showing the aluminum tube construction and the
mini-XLR connector. �b� Piezocrystal from a barbeque lighter with the strik-
ing mechanism removed. The background graph paper is marked with cen-
timeter and millimeter grids. �c� Diagram of the arrangement of the piezo-
crystal and the electrical connections inside the hammer.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the configuration of the impact hammer and the accel-

erometer for the inertance test.
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mini-XLR connector was attached to the other end of the
cable. The continuous shielding between the piezoelectric
crystal and the data acquisition system was crucial in reduc-
ing the noise to less than 1 mV. The hammer was held lightly
at the end of the handle and swung against the system being
tested such that it bounced once. The subsequent vibrations
of the system were not affected by the mass of the hammer.
The point of contact was the small metallic button on the end
of the crystal, as shown in Fig. 1.

C. Accelerometer and data acquisition

To measure the acceleration of the system, a small and
light �0.2 g� Endevco 25B piezoaccelerometer4 was used.
While not cheap, its tiny mass meant that only small correc-
tions to the measured acceleration were required. Microma-
chined �MEMS� accelerometers could also be used; these
were developed for airbag triggers and are inexpensive, with
masses of a few grams or less.5

The voltage outputs from the hammer and accelerometer
were read by a Measurement Computing USB-1208FS
analog-to-digital converter �ADC�,6 mounted inside a metal
box for shielding. The 12 bit ADCs operate at a maximum
total sample rate of 50 kHz �i.e., 25 kHz for each of the two

Fig. 3. �a� A typical impact hammer signal resulting from tapping a 100 g
mass. �b� The time-integrated impact hammer signal. �c� The accelerometer

signal resulting from a tap on the mass with the impact hammer.
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inputs used here�. The ADC system was connected via USB
to a standard laptop and operated by a visual basic data ac-
quisition program.

There are two timing decisions to be made in making this
type of measurement: how long to take data �Ts� and at what
sample rate �fs�. The time Ts depends on how long the re-
sponse of the struck body lasts; Ts should be long enough to
encompass at least most of the signal but not too long as to
include unnecessary noise. �It is possible to correct for the
missing part of the exponential decay.� The minimum fre-
quency resolution, 1 /Ts, has to be small enough for the ob-
ject being studied; objects with high quality-factors require
better resolution. The sampling rate should be high enough to
capture details of the fast hammer signal. In practice, a fast
Fourier transform �FFT� size of 8192 is adequate and Ts is
set by the ADC sample rate. Windowing is not appropriate
for the decaying signals.

III. CALIBRATION TESTS

A. Inertance test

The simplest way to calibrate an impact hammer is to tap
an object of known mass that is completely free to move.7

Fig. 4. �a� FFT of the integrated impact hammer signal. �b� FFT of the
accelerometer signal resulting from a tap on the mass with the impact ham-
mer. �c� Inertance of the 100 g mass. �d� Phase difference �=� f −�a be-
tween the force on and the acceleration of the 100 g mass.

Fig. 5. Inertance of 100 and 500 g masses with various surfaces and mea-

sured with individual taps of different forces.
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The ratio of the force and the acceleration is called the iner-
tance. The inertance is real, independent of frequency, and
equal to the mass of the object.

A test object was strung from a light 1 m long string, as
shown in Fig. 2. The accelerometer was attached to one side
with mounting wax at the same height as the center of mass.
The mass was struck with the impact hammer on the oppo-
site side. It was obvious when the strike was a good one, as
the mass swung with no wobble. To test for any dependency
of the results on the struck surface, small pieces of spruce
and soft balsa were mounted on the object at the striking
point.

The raw data from a tap are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3�a�
shows the hammer signal, Fig. 3�b� shows the time integral
of the signal shown in Fig. 3�a�, and Fig. 3�c� shows the
response of the accelerometer. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� show
the FFTs of the force and the acceleration signals, respec-
tively. Figure 4�c� shows the inertance as a function of fre-
quency, and Fig. 4�d� shows the phase between the force and
the acceleration, which should be zero. The inertance and
phase were used to calibrate the force signal. Figure 5 shows
the results of tapping objects with different masses �0.1 and
0.5 kg� and different surfaces �steel, spruce, and soft balsa�.
The useful range of frequencies is over 1 kHz when tapping
steel but no more than 400 Hz when striking balsa. The
results were both linear in mass and constant for all surfaces
and for a variety of maximum strike forces. The tap-to-tap
standard deviation was 3.3%. A small frequency dependence,
corresponding to an 8% drop from 100 to 1000 Hz, was
reproducible and the calibration procedure thus used two
constants: an overall frequency independent factor and a
smaller term linear in frequency. The overall systematic error
at a given frequency in this range was estimated to be �2%.
In order to produce a frequency independent phase, a correc-
tion was made for the �0.1 ms delay between the onset of
the force and the acceleration pulses in the data stream.

B. Admittance test

The calibration procedure described in the previous sec-
tion was verified with an admittance test. We measured the

Fig. 6. �a� Schematic of the configuration of the impact hammer and the
accelerometer for the admittance test. �b� The shape of the mode excited in
the admittance test. The nodes are located 22.4% of the length of the bar

from each end.
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central driving-point admittance of a free bar, a quantity that
is calculable using independently measurable quantities,
namely, the mass, the fundamental frequency, and the
quality-factor. The bar was mounted on two pieces of thin
elastic, positioned at the nodal points of the fundamental
mode, 22.4% of the length from each end, as shown in Fig.
6. The simple geometry allowed the central driving-point
admittance8 Y�x ,�� to be calculated as function of position
x, angular frequency �, and modal resonant frequencies �n:

Y�x,�� =
1

M
�
n=0

�
�n

2�x�
�n

2 − �2 . �2�

Y and �n in Eq. �2� are complex quantities. Equation �2� can
be simplified in the region around the fundamental frequency
�0, provided other resonances are sufficiently far away,

Y�x,�0� =
Q

M�0
�2�x�; Q =

R�0

2J�0
. �3�

In Eq. �3�, Y is expressed in terms of the quality-factor of the
resonance Q, which is defined in terms of the real and imagi-
nary parts of the complex fundamental frequency �0, the
mass of the bar M, and the modal shape of the fundamental
resonance of the bar ��x�. The quality-factor was determined
from the transient decay of the acceleration signal, which is a
more sensitive method than using the width of the resonance.
The fundamental angular frequency was obtained by fitting
the peak of the admittance plot. The modal shape ��x� is
given by Eq. �4� �Ref. 9� and shown in Fig. 6,

� = C	cos
kl

2
cosh kx + cosh

kl

2
cos kx + sin

kl

2
sinh kx

+ sinh
kl

2
sin kx
 . �4�

The normalization factor C in Eq. �4� is fixed by the require-
ments listed in Eq. �5�,

�
−l/2

l/2

�2�x�dx = 1; cos
kl

2
cosh

kl

2
= 1. �5�

The bar was struck at its center, x=0.5, and for this vibration
mode �2� 1

2
�=1.478.

The first bar used was made of sitka spruce �Picea sitch-
ensis, a few years old� with a mass of 44 g, similar to that
used in the musical instruments for which this impact ham-
mer was created, being a part of a harp soundboard. The
second bar was a heavier �301 g� piece of red oak �Quercus
rubbra, at least 30 years old�. In each case, the longitudinal
direction of the grain ran along the length of the bar, and the

Table I. Properties of wood samples used in admitt
accelerometer added 0.3 g. The Q-factors were meas
apparent in the FFT lineshapes were a little larger du
somewhat smaller �128.0 for the spruce and 108.4
tap-to-tap variation in the admittance test; the second

Wood
Dimensions

�mm�
Mass
�g� Q

Spruce 350�72�3.97 44.0 130.0�0
Oak 379�52�22 301 109.0�0
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radial direction along its width. An FFT sample size of 8192
was used, with a sample rate of 4 kHz for spruce and 10 kHz
for oak. This yielded a 2 and 0.8 s data sets, respectively,
which captured essentially the entire response signal.

The theoretical admittance at the fundamental frequency
was fitted to the form of Eq. �2�. The fit included the third
vibrational mode of the bar and the low frequency vibration
of the supports ��15 Hz�, both of which had a small effect
on the lineshape of the fundamental mode. The second vibra-
tional mode has a node at the center of the bar and was not
excited. The modal frequencies, the Q-factors, except for the
fundamental Q-factor, which was fixed by the decay mea-
surement, and the overall normalization factor were allowed
to float. The mass of the accelerometer required a small cor-
rection to the resonant frequency �0.3%� and the effective

tests. The mass of the wood is the bare value; the
rom the decay of the wood vibration; the linewidths

frequency binning and the fitted Q-factors were thus
he oak�. The first error on Yfit arises largely from
r is the 2% calibration error from the inertance test.

f0

�Hz�
Yfit

�s/kg�
Y thy

�s/kg�

168.8�0.1 3.74�0.19�0.08 4.03
642.3�0.1 0.129�0.002�0.002 0.132

Fig. 7. Magnitude of the central driving-point admittance of free-free
wooden bars: �a� Sitka spruce �44 g� and �b� red oak �301 g�.
ance
ured f
e to
for t
erro

.5

.2
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mass �0.7%� of the spruce bar. The fits are plotted against the
data in Fig. 7. Note that the horizontal “error bars” show the
FFT bin-width. The vertical error bars were determined from
the variation in the results of ten taps. A summary of fits and
theoretical values is given in Table I. The theoretical values
of the admittance at the peak of the resonance were calcu-
lated using the fitted values for �0 and Q.

The response of a heavier oak bar was much easier to
measure than the response of the lighter spruce bar; a larger
fraction of taps produced good single pulses. �In principle a
double-tap would be taken care of naturally by the FFT pro-
cedure, but in practice the hammer does not separate cleanly
from the wood, preventing free vibration.� The tap-to-tap
variation in the response of the oak bar was 6% around the
resonance region, compared to 15% for the spruce bar.

The Q-factor for the oak bar was easier to extract from the
time-decay of the response signal because the resonances
were much more widely separated in frequency and the
higher modes died away quickly, leaving a clean signal from
the fundamental mode. The values found for the Q-factors
were comparable with values given in the literature: 125
�Ref. 10� or 137 �Ref. 11� versus our 130 for sitka spruce and
90 �Ref. 10� versus our 109 for red oak �a 20% difference
between two samples not being exceptional�.

A combination of all the above factors produced a value
for the oak admittance with a quoted fractional error about
three times as small as the fractional error for the spruce
admittance. The measurements are more straightforward
with a higher mass, and a higher well-separated frequency
structure.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated how an impact hammer can be
made from a piezoelectric crystal of the type widely used in

barbeque lighters. With care in the choice of construction

to have a very precise knowledge on the magnetic permeabil-
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materials and cables, the device can produce a usable output
with adequately low noise. The hammer was tested by mea-
suring the inertance of a known mobile mass and the calcu-
lable driving-point admittance of a rectangular wooden bar.
The hammer was shown to be robust, with a linear output
over a wide range of forces and a small and reproducible
frequency dependence.
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Measurement of electrical conductivity in nonferromagnetic tubes
and rods at low frequencies
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We present a simple and precise method to measure the azimuthal electrical conductivity in
nonferromagnetic tubes and rods at low frequencies. The results are readily obtained by analyzing
the eddy currents in the sample when it is subjected to an axial harmonic magnetic field. The
information about the eddy currents can be obtained from a measurement of the phase of the
induced voltage in a short probe coil located inside the tube or around the rod when the sample is
axially excited by a long primary coil. At low frequencies, the eddy currents are distributed over the
full depth of the sample and any irregularities can be detected when the probe coil is moved along
the sample axis. © 2009 American Association of Physics Teachers.

�DOI: 10.1119/1.3184154�
I. INTRODUCTION

The determination of electrical resistivity in metals by in-
ductive methods is a good alternative to conventional four-
probe techniques. To achieve accurate results, it is essential
ity of the material and to operate with simple geometries.
The first requirement poses a serious problem when studying
ferromagnetic metals since the magnetic permeability is usu-
ally not known with sufficient precision. Therefore, in our
application, we study only nonferromagnetic materials with
949© 2009 American Association of Physics Teachers



cylindrical geometries. The axial harmonic magnetic field is
generated with a long coil, while a short probe coil, located
just outside or inside the tube or around the rod, probes the
induced field. The induced currents in the probe coil can be
used to determine the azimuthal conductivity of the sample.

Precise calculations of eddy currents at high frequencies in
tubes and rods are not easy because they involve taking into
account the first- and second-order Bessel functions. We
have developed a simple approximation, valid at low fre-
quencies, that allows us to obtain very precise values of the
azimuthal conductivity of our samples.

At low frequencies, the skin effect is negligible and the
circular induced currents are distributed throughout the depth
of the conductive cylinder. This ensures that the entire
sample is probed. If the tube or rod, normally manufactured
by extrusion procedures, has longitudinal flaws, our tech-
nique will be able to detect them. Consequently, our ap-
proach provides a simple method for nondestructive testing
in the field of nonferromagnetic metal manufacturing.1

Our technique incorporates basic concepts of electromag-
netism and is suitable as a laboratory task for intermediate-
level students in physics and engineering.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

Consider a long nonferrous metal tube with conductivity �
and inner and outer radii a and b, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 1. The tube is subjected to an axial harmonic magnetic
field with strength H�t�=H0 cos �t. In this expression, the
amplitude H0 is the product of the amplitude of the current in
the primary coil and the number of turns per unit length, and
� is the angular frequency. The induced azimuthal current

a

b

r

uϕ

uz

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the conductive cylinder showing the circular
and rectangular loops for integrating Faraday’s induction law and Ampère’s
circuital law, respectively.
density at low frequencies can be calculated using Faraday’s
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induction law2 for a circular loop. At a radius r, a�r�b,
and neglecting edge effects, the induced electromotive force
can be written as

��r,t� = −
d�

dt
= − �0�r2dH�t�

dt
= �0��r2H0 sin �t . �1�

The eddy current in the tube at radius r is equal to

J�r,t� = �E�r,t� = �
��r,t�
2�r

u� =
1

2
�0��rH0 sin �tu�. �2�

Neglecting the displacement current3 and applying Ampère’s
circuital law for the rectangular loop shown in Fig. 1, we can
compute the magnetic flux density. For a�r�b, we find

Btube�r,t� = �0H0�cos �t +
�0��

4
�b2 − r2�sin �t�uz. �3�

For r�a the magnetic flux density is uniform,

Bin�t� = �0H0�cos �t +
�0��

4
�b2 − a2�sin �t�uz. �4�

The approximate solutions for the eddy currents and the
magnetic flux density do not satisfy Maxwell’s equations. To
obtain more accurate solutions, we must recalculate the cur-
rent density with the help of the Maxwell–Faraday equation,
use Ampère’s circuital law, obtain the corresponding correc-
tion to the magnetic flux density, etc. After a sufficient num-
ber of steps in this iterative process, we reach the desired
precision. The successive terms of this chain correspond to
the series expansion of the Bessel functions. In the low-
frequency limit, our quasistatic approximation is sufficiently
accurate.

The induced voltage in a short coil of N turns, encircling

Fig. 2. Photograph of the experimental setup showing the LCR meter, cop-
per and aluminum tubes and rods, and the measuring coils.
the tube at r=b, is equal to
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Vext-tube�t� = −
d�ext

dt

= − N
d

dt�Bin�t��a2 + 2��
a

b

Btube�r,t�rdr�
= �0H0N��b2�sin �t −

�0��

8b2 �b4 − a4�cos �t� .

�5�

If the probe coil of N turns and cross-sectional area S is
located inside the tube, the induced voltage will be

σσσσ = 47.2××××106 S/m

0.0
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σσσσ = 30.1××××106 S/m

Fig. 3. Results of the measurements of the electrical conductivity in an
extruded copper tube �open circles� with inner and outer radii of 10 and 11
mm, respectively, and an aluminum alloy tube �open squares� with inner and
outer radii of 10.5 and 11 mm, respectively. The measurements were carried
out with a search coil located inside the tube. The straight lines correspond
to the low-frequency approximation, while the curves represent the numeri-
cal simulation at higher frequencies. The error bars are smaller than the size
of the data points.

σσσσ = 55.7××××106 S/m
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Fig. 4. Results of the measurements of the electrical conductivity in a lathed
copper rod with a radius of 5.56 mm. The probe coil used was a monolayer
coil of very thin copper wire carefully arranged on the surface of the rod.
The straight line corresponds to the low-frequency approximation while the
curve represents the numerical simulation at higher frequencies. The error

bars are smaller than the size of the data points.
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Vin-tube�t� = −
d�in

dt

= �0H0NS��sin �t −
�0��

4
�b2 − a2�cos �t� .

�6�

The induced voltage for a nonferromagnetic rod can be ob-
tained from Eq. �5� by setting the inner radius to zero,

Vrod�t� = �0H0N�b2��sin �t −
�0��

8
b2 cos �t� . �7�

The voltage induced in the probe coil is out-of-phase with
respect to the magnetic field strength H�t� by a frequency-
dependent angle �. The phase angles associated with Eqs.
�5�–�7� are given by the following expressions:

cot �ext-tube =
�0��

8b2 �b4 − a4� , �8a�

cot �in-tube =
�0��

4
�b2 − a2� , �8b�

cot �rod =
�0��

8
b2. �8c�

The conductivity � can thus be determined from a measure-
ment of the phase angle in a similar way to the measurement
of the magnetic screening in tubes at low frequencies.4

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In this section we describe measurements made at room
temperature for a set of samples. The experimental results
were obtained by determining the phase angle � using an
automatic LCR meter �HP-4284A� operating as a mutual in-

0.0
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Fig. 5. Results of a defect inspection by means of the electrical conductivity
measurement in a copper tube with a 1 mm diameter pore, using a 1-cm-
long probe coil. The differences between the values of cot � obtained when
the probe coil is not centered on the pore and those obtained when the probe
coil is centered on the pore are shown as function of the frequency. The
open squares and open circles were obtained with the probe coil centered at
10 mm and 20 mm from the pore, respectively. The error bars are smaller

than the size of the data points.
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ductance bridge, as shown in Fig. 2. The primary coil was
connected to the high- and low-current terminals of the LCR
meter, and the probe coil was connected to the high- and
low-voltage terminals. The LCR meter provides the ratio of

the complex quantity Z̄= V̄probe / Īprimary. The modulus of Z̄ is
proportional to the mutual inductance modulus, and the ar-

gument of Z̄ is the phase angle � between Vprobe and Iprimary.
To guarantee a stable phase reference in the current and volt-
age measurement loops, it is convenient to connect the low-
voltage and the low-current terminals of these loops.

We have used a 50-cm-long primary coil with 300 turns
and a diameter of 5 cm. The tubes and rods examined are
longer than 25 cm. The probe coils have 3000 turns and are
about 1 cm long, and edge effects do not need to be consid-
ered. Except for the measurements taken at frequencies of a
few hertz, the system operates with excellent resolution and
provides stable and repetitive measurements with four sig-
nificant figures. Because the measurements of the tube ge-
ometry were made with a precision of 0.02 mm, we conclude
that our procedure provides a conductivity resolution of
close to 0.1%. Figure 3 shows the experimental results ob-
tained for extruded copper and aluminum tubes, and Fig. 4
shows the results of our study of a lathed copper rod.

Good accuracy can also be obtained when a two-channel
digital oscilloscope or a lock-in amplifier is used. The phase
angle can be obtained from the ratio of the amplitudes of the
induced voltages before, V0, and after, VS, the sample has
been placed in the system,

sin � =
V0

VS
. �9�

In principle, only a true rms voltmeter is required as long as
the measurements of V0 and VS are carried out with identical
currents in the primary coil.

It should be noted that our approach is only valid for driv-
ing frequencies up to several hundred hertz. This range is
sufficient to perform a very precise measurement of the con-
ductivity of nonferromagnetic cylinders. When the driving
frequency increases, the observed relation between cot � and
� becomes nonlinear. At these higher frequencies, the skin
effect becomes significant and higher-order terms must be
included in our calculations to be able to account for the
experimental result. The results of finite element calculations
with FEMM �Ref. 5� agree with the measurements, as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. The frequency range for which our approxi-
mation is valid increases when operating with thinner
samples or with materials of lower conductivity, as can be
seen for the tube of aluminum in Fig. 3. As an alternative to
using a numerical tool to fit the data, we can also use a
second-order fit of the measurements and take the slope at
the origin to obtain the conductivity in the quasistatic limit.

Because the resolution of our technique is about 0.1%, the
temperature must be kept constant during the time required
to carry out the measurements. Since the electrical conduc-
tivity temperature coefficient of Cu and Al is about
0.004 K−1, the temperature fluctuations must be less than
0.25 K during the measurements.6

When the measurements are made using a secondary coil
surrounding the tube or rod, it is important to arrange it as a
monolayer search coil of very thin copper wire, carefully

placed on the surface of the sample. If the measurements
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were performed using multilayer search coils �larger than the
sample radius�, the sensitivity of this technique would de-
crease due to the contribution of the magnetic flux in the
region between the coil and the sample to the induced volt-
age in the secondary coil. This contribution is independent of
the presence of the conductive cylinder.

Our simple approximation allows the anisotropic behavior
of the electrical conductivity in the extruded tubes to be de-
tected. The data in literature for the conductivity of electro-
lytic copper range from 55.5 to 58 MS/m at room tempera-
ture, while here we found values of about 47.2 MS/m for the
azimuthal conductivity in the tube �see Fig. 3�, clearly show-
ing that the extrusion procedure creates longitudinal mi-
croflaws in the wall of the tube. In the case of solid rods, the
presence of defects is minimized and our measurements
show a conductivity of about 55.7 MS/m �see Fig. 4�.

There are abundant references concerning nondestructive
testing by means of the eddy current analysis.7,8 Our measur-
ing procedure can also be used to study defects in conductive
samples. As an example of this possibility, Fig. 5 has been
included which shows the results of a defect inspection in a
copper tube in the vicinity of a 1 mm diameter pore. The
effective conductivity clearly diminishes when the 1-cm-long
probe approaches the pore.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a simple and precise technique to
measure the electrical azimuthal conductivity in nonferro-
magnetic cylinders that can be incorporated into university
courses on electromagnetism. The validity of the technique is
restricted to low frequencies but its accuracy is noteworthy.
It offers a powerful nondestructive technique for the analysis
of defects in metallic tubes and is able to detect the aniso-
tropic behavior of electrical conductivity in extruded
cylinders.
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Contactless measurement of resistivity with DATASTUDIO
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Contactless measurements of the resistivity of nonmagnetic metals are performed automatically
with a data-acquisition system. The numerical value of the resistivity appears immediately at the end
of data collection. The experiment can be used for student projects. © 2009 American Association of
Physics Teachers.
The experiment described in this paper demonstrates con-
tactless measurements of the resistivity of nonmagnetic met-
als. When a conductor is placed in an ac magnetic field,
internal eddy currents modify the magnetic field inside the
sample. The field can be described in terms of an effective
magnetic susceptibility of the sample. This complex quantity
depends on the resistivity and shape of the sample and on the
frequency of the magnetic field. Under the measurement con-
ditions, the usual magnetic susceptibility of para- and dia-
magnetic samples is negligible compared to the effective
magnetic susceptibility due to the eddy currents in them. The
resistivity of a cylindrical sample, positioned in an axial ac
magnetic field, can be found from the phase angle of the
effective susceptibility. The theory of the measurements is
described in Ref. 1 and reproduced in Ref. 2. In some cases,
contactless measurements of resistivity may appear to be
preferable.

The measurements are performed automatically with a
PASCO data-acquisition system and the DATASTUDIO soft-
ware. A 200 turn coil L1 �PASCO EM-6711� forms the pri-
mary winding of a differential transformer, as shown in Fig.
1. An 800 turn coil L2 �PASCO SF-8611� and a variable
resistor R �20 �� are connected in series with L1. The sinu-
soidal output voltage of the signal generator, incorporated
into the PASCO SCIENCEWORKSHOP 750 Interface, drives the
primary circuit. Coil L2 and the 1600 turn coil L3 �PASCO
SF-8612� form a mutual inductance. The two secondary coils
of the differential transformer, L4 and L5 with 2500 turns
each, are 2 cm in diameter and 2 cm long. The secondary
coils are connected such that without a sample, the output
voltage of the differential transformer is zero. When a cylin-
drical sample is put inside one of the secondary coils, an
output voltage appears, whose phase with respect to the
phase of the current through the primary coil of the trans-
former is defined by the phase angle of the effective mag-
netic susceptibility of the sample. Coils L4 and L5 are fixed
on a common base, whose position inside the primary coil
can be adjusted to accurately adjust the output voltage to
setup used before,2 but the coupled coils L2 and L3 provide
an additional voltage, shifted by 90° compared to the voltage
across the resistor R. This minor addition allows the phase of
the voltage to be measured, which is needed for lock-in de-
tection operation.3,4

The output of the differential transformer is connected to
the Y input of an oscilloscope �Kenwood CS-4025 model�.
The voltage across resistor R is connected to the X input. The
oscilloscope thus shows the phase relation between the cur-
rent in the primary coil and the output voltage of the differ-
ential transformer due to eddy currents in the sample. The
oscilloscope is also used as an amplifier. The voltage at its Y
input is amplified and then connected to input C of the SCI-

ENCEWORKSHOP Interface. The samples used are cylindrical
rods made of copper and an aluminum-based alloy. The rods
are nearly 1 cm in diameter and 10 cm long. Thicker samples
are needed to increase the output voltage of the differential
transformer.

Using PASCO CI-6503 voltage sensors, the SCIENCE-

WORKSHOP Interface acquires the voltage across coil L3, con-
nected to input A of the interface, the voltage across resistor
R, connected to input B, and the amplified output voltage of

data-acquisition system
input Cinput A input B

L
5

L
4

L
3

L
2

L
1

R

sample
output

output

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup. The secondary coils L4 and L5 are

shown above the primary coil L1.
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the differential transformer, connected to input C. Resistor R
is adjusted in order to obtain a voltage of amplitude similar
to the amplitude of the voltage across coil L3; the two volt-
ages are shifted by 90°. Inputs A and B are set to high sen-
sitivity, which restricts the acquired values to less than 0.1 V.
As a result, the sinusoidal waveforms at inputs A and B are
converted into nearly square waveforms, as shown in Fig. 2,
which are used in the calculations. When a sine waveform
signal is multiplied by a square waveform of fixed ampli-
tude, the time-average of this product is proportional to the
amplitude of the sine waveform signal and to the cosine of
the phase shift between the two waveforms; this principle is
used in lock-in detectors.

During data collection, the Calculate tool of DATASTUDIO

continuously computes the following quantities:
�1� Y1=VA��VC and Y2=VB��VC, where VC is the voltages

at input C. The voltages VA� and VB� are the nearly
square waveforms, derived from the voltages at inputs A
and B.

�2� Y3 and Y4, the time-averaged values of Y1 and Y2. Y3 and
Y4 are proportional to sin � and cos �, where � is an
angle complementary to the phase angle of the effective
magnetic susceptibility of the sample. These operations
are similar to those of a dual-channel lock-in detector.

�3� z=tan �=Y3 /Y4. The value of z, which is independent of
the amplitude of the output voltage of the differential
transformer, is sufficient to determine the resistivity of
the sample.

Fig. 2. From top to bottom: output current of the signal generator; two
square waveforms derived from the waveforms collected at inputs A and B
of the SCIENCEWORKSHOP Interface; and the amplified output signal of the
differential transformer when a sample is put into coil L5.
�4� The resistivity of the sample �see Ref. 2�,
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��10−8 � m� = 395�a2f/�− 0.01 + 3.06�z − 0.105�z∧2

+ 0.167�z∧3� , �1�

where a is the radius of the sample �in m� and f is the
frequency of the magnetic field �in Hz�. The diameter of the
sample and the frequency of the magnetic field are defined
with the Calculate tool window.

All operations of DATASTUDIO are readily observable. An
example of the last two operations is shown in Fig. 3.

At room temperature, the frequency of the magnetic field
used is 500 Hz. The sampling rate is 20 kHz and data col-
lection is stopped after 40 ms. At the end of data collection,
the resistivity is displayed in digital form. For measurements
at liquid nitrogen temperature, a dewar, filled with liquid
nitrogen, is placed inside the primary coil and the secondary
coils are immersed in the liquid. At these temperatures, the
frequency of the magnetic field used is 200 Hz.

The resistivities obtained are in reasonable agreement with
existing data. The accepted resistivity of pure copper is
1.70�10−8 � m at 297 K and 0.19�10−8 � m at 77 K.5

The resistivities obtained in our measurements,
1.77�10−8 � m at 297 K and 0.25�10−8 � m at 77 K, are
somewhat higher probably due to the contributions of impu-
rities and physical imperfections in our sample. These con-
tributions should be added to the resistivity of the perfect
sample and depend weakly on temperature. The temperature

Fig. 3. The averaging process and digital displays of the resistivity of cop-
per and an aluminum-based alloy at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures.
dependence of the resistivity of the aluminum-based alloy is
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much weaker than that of pure metals. For Al–Si alloys, the
accepted resistivities at 297 K are in the range from
3.85�10−8 to 4.25�10−8 � m, depending on the concen-
tration of silicon.6 The measured resistivity of
4.10�10−8 � m at 297 K is in excellent agreement with the
range of accepted values.

The experiment is relevant to some important topics in
electromagnetism such as eddy currents, skin effect, effective
magnetic susceptibility, and resistivity of metals and alloys.
It can also serve as an illustration of lock-in detection. The
DATASTUDIO setup file for the experiment is available

7
online.
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